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Thailand is country located in the center of Southeast Asia. By land area, Thailand is the worldâ€™s
50th largest country. It is a tropical land where the temperature ranges from 19 to 37 degree
Celsius. The weather here is predominantly hot and humid. With a coastline of 3,219 km long,
beach lovers will not be disappointed. The capital of Thailand is Bangkok, which is one of the most
preferred tourist destinations here. Bangkok is a usually a definite inclusion in your Thailand
packages. Although Thai is the most spoken language, English is widely spoken in all major cities of
Thailand.

Suvarnabhumi Airport is the international airport in Bangkok and is served by all major airlines.
Bangkok is a vibrant city of Thailand. Here you can witness the blend of a developed city along with
the age old heritage associated with it. If you are looking to travel to this Thai city, you can choose
from various types of Bangkok packages. Tours packages are flexible and range from motels to
high-end hotels.

In Thailand, you should try out a plate of mouth-watering Som tam at a simple street stall. All
international cuisines are available in Bangkok but local dishes stand out. Thai people usually like to
have sauce and herbs with their food. Make sure that you include dining in local restaurants in
Thailand packages.  Bangkok is also the retail capital of Thailand, here you can purchase
everything from electronics to souvenir items. A visit to a local mall can be an enthralling
experience, which should be included across all the Bangkok packages.

The coastal city of Pattaya is just a 2 hour drive from Bangkok. Therefore a trip to Pattaya while
staying in Thailand is a must. Pattaya is a seafront city, also known as the sea resort of Thailand.
The famous Pattaya and Jomtien beaches are a delight to see. The fine sand and lush bluish green
water are just mesmerizing. Pattaya not only has beautiful beaches but water parks as well as
various natural sanctuaries. If you want to just relax and enjoy the nature, then take a walk in the
sandy beaches. A trip to Pattaya cannot be completed with seeing the panoramic view of the city
from the Khao Pattaya hill. There is an observation deck at the highest point for the visitors to view
the city. Pattaya is also known for its various cultural festivals such as Pattaya International Bed
Race, Pattaya Songkran festival and Loi Krathong. If you are on a trip to Pattaya during the festival
season, make sure you participate in the local festivals.

Thailand is an all-round travel destination and so immediately check out a suitable option from
various Thailand packages available. Sea lovers will always remember the lovely moments of the
beautiful beaches of Pattaya. Not to forget the capital city Bangkok, which is also the gateway to
Thailand.  So, figure out the best Bangkok packages that suit your needs.
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Aanchal Gupta - About Author:
Bangkok is the economic heart of Thailand. This city never sleeps and it has everything to offer in a
Bangkok packages. Ideal packages should include a a trip to Pattaya as well. Thailand is
combination of everything an ideal tourist attraction can offer. So get your travel operator to book
the best of Thailand packages.
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